Peer Editing Sheet 1  Unit 1, Activity 22, page 30

Writer: ___________________________________________ Date: ________________

Peer Editor: ___________________________________________

Essay Title: ___________________________________________

1. What is the general topic of the essay? ___________________________________________

2. How many paragraphs are there? ___________________________________________

3. Do you think the introduction does a good job of introducing the topic? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   Do you have any suggestions for improving it? If so, write them here.
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

5. If you see any spelling errors, write them here. ______________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

6. If you see any grammar errors, write them here. ______________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

7. Do you agree with the writer’s ideas about this topic? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   Why or why not? Give examples of things you agree or disagree with.
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

8. Do you have any suggestions for changing the conclusion? If so, share them here.
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
Peer Editing Sheet 2 Unit 2, Activity 12, page 50

Writer: ____________________________ Date: ________________

Peer Editor: ____________________________

Essay Title: ____________________________

1. What is the general topic of the essay? ____________________________

2. How many paragraphs are there? ____________________________

3. Do you think the introduction does a good job of introducing the topic? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   Do you have any suggestions for improving it? If so, write them here.
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

5. If you see any spelling errors, write them here. ____________________________
   __________________________________________________________

6. If you see any grammar errors, write them here. ____________________________
   __________________________________________________________

7. Do you agree with the writer’s ideas about this topic? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   Why or why not? Give examples of things you agree or disagree with.
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________

8. Do you have any suggestions for changing the conclusion? If so, share them here.
   __________________________________________________________
   __________________________________________________________
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Writer: ___________________________________________ Date: ________________

Peer Editor: ___________________________________________

Essay Title: ___________________________________________

1. What is the general topic of the essay? _______________________________________________

2. How many paragraphs are there? _________________________________________________

3. Do you think the introduction does a good job of introducing the topic? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   Do you have any suggestions for improving it? If so, write them here.

   __________________________________________________________________________


   __________________________________________________________________________

5. If you see any spelling errors, write them here. ________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________________

6. If you see any grammar errors, write them here. ________________________________

   __________________________________________________________________________

7. Do you agree with the writer's ideas about this topic? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   Why or why not? Give examples of things you agree or disagree with.

   __________________________________________________________________________

8. Do you have any suggestions for changing the conclusion? If so, share them here.

   __________________________________________________________________________
Peer Editing Sheet 4  Unit 4, Activity 19, page 99

Writer: __________________________________________ Date: ____________

Peer Editor: ________________________________________

Essay Title: ________________________________________

1. What process does this essay describe?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. How many paragraphs are there? ________________________________

3. Organization: How many body paragraphs are there? _________________

   Does each body paragraph have a good topic sentence? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   If you can suggest improvements for one of the topic sentences, write your suggestions here.

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

4. Organization: Are the steps of the process in logical order? ☐ Yes ☐ No

   If not, explain your answer here. ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

5. Organization: Were any steps left out that you think should be included? If so, write that
   step here and put a star (*) in the essay to show where the step should be inserted.

   ______________________________________________________________________

   ______________________________________________________________________

6. Language: Did the writer use any time words as transitions? If so, circle them in the essay. If not,
   mark any places where time words would be helpful.
7. Language: If you found any spelling errors, write one here.

8. Language: Look for grammar errors. If you found any grammar errors, write one here.

9. Vocabulary: Can you find two words or phrases that make the essay sound advanced or more sophisticated? If not, can you suggest two such vocabulary words and tell where they should be placed in the essay?

10. If you have any suggestions for improving this essay, write them here.
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Writer: __________________________ Date: ________________

Peer Editor: __________________________

Essay Title: __________________________

1. In a few words, what is the essay about?

________________________________________________________________________

2. How many paragraphs are there? __________________________

3. Organization: Which method of organization is used? ☐ block ☐ point-by-point


________________________________________________________________________

5. Language: Comparison/contrast essays often use transitions such as like, similar to, whereas, unlike, etc. Write two or three examples of comparison/contrast transitions that you found in this essay. (If you did not find any, mark places in the essay where transitions would be helpful.)

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

6. Supporting Details: Are the comparisons supported with sufficient and appropriate details? ______

If not, put a star (*) next to the places that need supporting information.

7. Language: Look for grammar errors. If you found any grammar errors, write one here.

________________________________________________________________________
8. Vocabulary: Can you find two words or phrases that make the essay sound advanced or more sophisticated? If not, can you suggest two such vocabulary words and tell where they should be placed in the essay? __________________________________________________________

9. Organization: Does the writer restate the thesis in the conclusion? ☐ Yes ☐ No

If not, make a note of this on the essay draft.

10. If you have any suggestions for improving this essay, write them here.

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________
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Writer: _______________________________ Date: _______________

Peer Editor: _______________________________

Essay Title: _______________________________________

1. What is the general topic of the essay? _______________________________________

2. How many paragraphs are there? _______________________________________

3. Content: Do you agree with the writer’s logic and the information in this essay?  ☐ Yes  ☐ No
   Explain your answer briefly. _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________

4. Organization: What kind of organization is used?  ☐ focus-on-effects  ☐ focus-on-causes

5. Organization: Fill in the blanks to illustrate the organization of this essay.
   
   CAUSE: _______________________________
   
   EFFECTS: ____________________________, ____________________________, ____________________________
   
   OR

   EFFECT: _______________________________
   
   CAUSES: ____________________________, ____________________________, ____________________________

6. Supporting Details: In your opinion, are the three causes or three effects believable to you? Does the
   writer give sufficient support for each of these? Explain your answer.
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
   _______________________________________
7. Language: Write three to five examples of connectors and transition words that indicate a cause-effect essay. If there are none, suggest one or two places where they could be added.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

8. Language: Look for grammar errors. If you found any grammar errors, write one here.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

9. Vocabulary: Can you find two words or phrases that make the essay sound advanced or more sophisticated? If not, can you suggest two such vocabulary words and tell where they should be placed in the essay? ______________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

10. If you have any suggestions for improving this essay, write them here.

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________
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Writer: ___________________________ Date: ________________

Peer Editor: ___________________________

Essay Title: ___________________________

1. In your own words, what is the main point of this essay? In other words, what is the author’s position on the issue? ___________________________
   ___________________________

2. Before you read this essay, what was your opinion about this topic? How different from or similar to the author’s opinion was it? ___________________________
   ___________________________

3. Supporting Details: Examine the writer’s supporting evidence. What do you think is the writer’s most convincing point in the essay? ___________________________
   ___________________________

4. Which of the author’s points is the least convincing? How could this point be improved? ___________________________
   ___________________________

5. Has this essay changed your opinion about this issue? Why or why not? ___________________________
   ___________________________
6. Language: Look for grammar errors. If you found any grammar errors, write one here.


7. Vocabulary: Can you find two words or phrases that make the essay sound advanced or more sophisticated? If not, can you suggest two such vocabulary words and tell where they should be placed in the essay?


8. If you have any suggestions for improving this essay, write them here.


